1. USSR marks 30th anniversary of cosmonaut Gagarin's successful space mission.

2. Estonian People's Front hold 3rd party congress.


4. Oil workers in Siberia threaten strike.

5. Komsomolskaya Pravda carries article backing Gorbachev against attacks from his political opponents.

6. Rumors of split of RSFSR Communist Party proved untrue.

7. Azerbaijani Employment Exchange Center helps 115,000 job-seekers get new employment.

8. Russian Orthodox Church builds monument in Moscow.

9. Soviet scientists fight AIDS.

10. Traditional music concert ends in Lithuania.


12. UFO again spotted by resident in Far Eastern region.

13. Editor's interview with a People's Deputy (Kaliyadin) on reform.

14. Interview with President of Far Eastern Air Travel Management Board, who signed a Soviet-Chinese civil aviation agreement in Beijing recently, on possibility of opening up air service route between Khabarovsk and Beijing.


17. "Asian Affairs" program:
   a. Excerpts of interview given by Soviet army chief of general staff to Izvestiya reporter before Gorbachev's visit to Japan. Touches on Soviet armed forces stationed in Far Eastern region. Compares military strength, figures with ROK, Japan, US. Says US, Japanese military strength is superior to Soviet's in many ways. Concludes, therefore, that it is impossible for USSR to pose a threat to Japan.
   b. Station reporter on direct trade between North, South Korea.
   c. Station commentator on Thai government combating drug trafficking.
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